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Even in the Face of Adversity 
We are so grateful our colleagues are continuing the 
work in Portugal in our absence. The church is able 
to meet in person, for now, though services are 
limited because of a 1 p.m. curfew on the weekend.  
Portugal continues to see a rise in Coronavirus cases 
and is becoming more strict in an effort to prevent 
overwhelming their healthcare system.  We expect 
things will become even stricter nearer Christmas.  
Despite these limitations, new people have been 
added to the church!  Meanwhile, we have been able 
to go forward with our 
furlough schedule with 
only a few adjustments, 
traveling through 29 
states anywhere from 
Florida to New Mexico.  
 

(us in front of Carlsbad 
Caverns in New Mexico) 

O, ye of little faith 
Even before furlough, our church had begun to 
outgrow its rented meeting space, and we felt 
confident the next step would be to purchase a 
storefront.  We surveyed options and set a realistic 
budget of $120,000.  We then began the work of 
raising funds, expecting it would be very difficult in 
this COVID environment in which people are unsure 
of their financial future.  God has just blown us away 
with the fact that churches and individuals have  given 
over $60,000 in just 6 months.  Despite what is going 
on in our world, we believe now is not the time to dial 
down missions.  In fact, we feel that we should work 
more urgently, as we see the Day approaching!  What 
an encouragement to us that our supporters have not 
drawn back, but have pressed on and have continued to 
be faithful and generous with what God has entrusted 
them.  We hope you will consider giving toward this 
project as God leads.  

COVID-19 
It is unfortunate that many in our family have been 
recently affected by the coronavirus, including us.  
We are grateful, though, that it came during a lull in 
our schedule and though we felt ill for a couple of 
weeks, we are well now.  It was disappointing that 
our quarantine extended through Thanksgiving, but 
our consolation is that we won’t be quarantined 
during Christmas.  Please pray urgently for Valerie’s 
mom who is currently hospitalised with COVID-19. 

 

There’s No Place Like Home 
When we left Portugal for furlough in June, we were 
sad that we had not yet received Avery’s citizenship.  
As we are praying about when to return, we were 
concerned about being able to get her back into the 
country since the EU is only allowing permanent 
residents or citizens at this time.  We are so grateful 
that Valerie’s Dad was able to pick up the paperwork 
and we expect to receive that in the mail any day 
now.  The cost of our return will be about $1,500.  
Please pray for this need and wisdom regarding 
what date, route and company we should fly! 

(a curb-side pick-up Thanksgiving meal, just the five of us)
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